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Abstract Purpose To develop a multidimensional scale
to asses psychosocial beliefs—the Yellow Flag Questionnaire (YFQ)—aimed at guiding interventions for workers
with chronic musculoskeletal (MSK) pain. Methods Phase
1 consisted of item selection based on literature search,
item development and expert consensus rounds. In phase
2, items were reduced with calculating a quality-score per
item, using structure equation modeling and confirmatory
factor analysis on data from 666 workers. In phase 3, Cronbach’s α, and Pearson correlations coefficients were computed to compare YFQ with disability, anxiety, depression
and self-efficacy and the YFQ score based on data from 253
injured workers. Regressions of YFQ total score on disability, anxiety, depression and self-efficacy were calculated.
Results After phase 1, the YFQ included 116 items and 15
domains. Further reductions of items in phase 2 by applying the item quality criteria reduced the total to 48 items.
Phase factor analysis with structural equation modeling confirmed 32 items in seven domains: activity, work, emotions,
harm & blame, diagnosis beliefs, co-morbidity and control.
Cronbach α was 0.91 for the total score, between 0.49 and
0.81 for the 7 distinct scores of each domain, respectively.
Correlations between YFQ total score ranged with disability, anxiety, depression and self-efficacy was .58, .66, .73,
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−.51, respectively. After controlling for age and gender the
YFQ total score explained between R2 27% and R2 53%
variance of disability, anxiety, depression and self-efficacy.
Conclusions The YFQ, a multidimensional screening scale
is recommended for use to assess psychosocial beliefs of
workers with chronic MSK pain. Further evaluation of the
measurement properties such as the test–retest reliability,
responsiveness and prognostic validity is warranted.
Keywords Screening · Assessment · Risk factors ·
Occupational rehabilitation · Back pain · Work

Introduction
The importance of psychological and social factors to risk
of development of chronic musculoskeletal (MSK) pain is
well-established [1–4]. These psychosocial factors represent
major barriers to return to work (RTW), which may cause
a substantial burden to the individual and to society [5–8]
and, along with potential barriers to rehabilitation, are well
described by the clinical flags approach [2–4]. All factors
are divided into the red, orange, yellow, blue and black flag
groups in order to characterize the biological, psychological
and social factors affecting health and recovery after injury
or illness [3, 9, 10]. For example, in people with unspecific low back pain (lbp), it has been suggested that yellow
flags are highly relevant in terms of outcomes compared
to the rare red flags that represent bio-medical factors such
as structural findings [11]. Specifically targeting the psychosocial factors, so called yellow flags, with interventions
may provide better outcomes than ignoring these factors [3].
However, the flags, as proposed by the inventors, are usually
assessed by a clinician and therefore may not appropriately
reflect the patients’ own beliefs. Moreover, it is unclear how
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the various psychological risk factors influence outcomes
[3].
Due to the limited resources allocated to screening for
relevant yellow flags, clinicians may be challenged in their
choice of appropriate measures. In order to screen patients
with acute lbp early on for potential risk for chronicity, concise self-reported questionnaires have been developed, such
as STarT Back Tool (SBT; [12, 13]) or the Orebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire (OMPSQ; [14]). Their
use is aimed at the early phase of the disorder and has shown
some limitations when used in other cohorts such as healthy
or workers with chronic pain [15].
A plethora of distinct self-report scales for measuring
cognitive, emotional or behavioral risk factors have been
developed in the last decades. Some of these scales claim
to measure beliefs relating to catastrophizing, self-efficacy,
coping, fear-avoidance, anxiety and many other beliefs
[16–23]. Each of these constructs is usually measured with a
separate questionnaire. Hence, carrying out a comprehensive
assessment of the most relevant psychological risk factors
would require multiple questionnaires, which imposes a considerable burden on both patients and healthcare providers
[24, 25].
Therefore, we believe there is a need for a concise screening tool that attempts to measures the multidimensionality of
psychological factors that are known to influence outcomes
of patients with chronic MSK. Consequently, the aim of this
study is to develop and evaluate the Yellow Flag Questionnaire (YFQ).
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item pool
148 items

Preliminary version
116 items
15 domains

Phase 1
- Item selection
- Item generation and
translation

Phase 2
- Item quality score (Stanton)
- Structure equation modelling
- Confirmatory factor analysis

Version
48 items
10 domains

Version 2a/b
37/32 items
8/7 domains

Phase 3
- Internal consistency
- Construct validation
- Regression analysis

Fig. 1  Development-phases of the various versions of the Yellow
Flag Questionnaire

Method

reconsider their answers until they reached a consensus [26].
The consensus process was coordinated by a member of the
research group (MO) until after the second expert round.
The data on each round was collected with an Excel spreadsheet that allowed the researchers to keep track of the items,
selection criteria and changes during the consensus process.

The development of the YFQ followed three phases displayed in Fig. 1. The first phase of the study included the
development of a preliminary questionnaire based on a pool
of items with corresponding constructs, followed by a second phase comprising the psychometric evaluations. In the
third, validation phase, analyses of internal consistency and
construct validity were performed.

Included Clinical Experts Clinical experts were gathered
based on purposive sampling method [27]. Among the 400
employees of a rehabilitation center in Switzerland, only clinicians working with MSK-patients were invited to participate. All participants were required to have extensive experience in working in an interdisciplinary program focused
on the return to work of patients with chronic MSK.

Phase 1: Development of a Preliminary Version
of the YFQ

Literature Search and Other Searches The aim of the literature search was to provide an extensive variety of screening factors that would reflect the interdisciplinary character of our gathering and define as many yellow-flag items
that were deemed relevant for patients with chronic MSK
at risk for non-recovery as possible. By using key words
such as “risk or prognostic factors”, “flags”, “screening”, or
“chronic pain” to name a few, participants performed a bibliographic literature search in MEDLINE, searched references by hand, and asked other experts in the field. If items
were deemed appropriate, they were entered and numbered
in the spreadsheet.

Generating a Pool of Items
Design An expert consensus method inspired by the Delphi method was performed [26]. A structured process was
followed whereby participants revealed and shared their
opinion with others. While the assignments from round to
round were performed individually, the participants gathered to share opinions from the other participants. Based
on the group answers, participants had the opportunity to
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First Expert Round The aim of the first round was to
select the most appropriate items from the pool gathered in
the literature search. For this process, all participants were
divided into groups of two experienced clinical experts
working independently at first. The selection process was
guided by the question: “Which of the following items most
relevantly influences rehabilitation and RTW outcomes in
patients with MSK?” Afterwards, the two experts discussed
their selections, adapted the wording, discussed areas of
disagreement and provided a list of items they agreed upon.
Lists were collected from all expert-teams and merged into
one list. In the following consensus meeting, all participants
discussed and finally agreed on the item selection of the preliminary version. Then, a preliminary answer scale which
would fit items from various questionnaires was discussed
and agreed on.
Second Expert Round With the aim to reduce the number
of items to a comprehensive succinct set of items, a second round took place. Items with reversed scoring were
marked appropriately. Similar items from distinct questionnaires were blended into one item. If not available in German, items were translated into German by a native German speaker with proficiency in English and proofread by a
native English speaker familiar with the German language.
Phase 2: Psychometric Evaluations
Included Participants
Between 2001 and 2008 we collected data from 700 consecutively recruited injured workers with chronic MSK pain
undergoing inpatient physical therapy at a rehabilitation
center in Switzerland (Mage = 40.7 years, SD = 11.2, 73.3%
men). Since the study was embedded in the usual intake
procedure, all patients scheduled for a work rehabilitation
program were sent the preliminary YFQ via postal mail.
They were asked to complete and return it to the rehabilitation center in the enclosed prepaid envelope. On admission
to the work rehabilitation program, patients were given the
opportunity to discuss the YFQ items with their assigned
healthcare provider (doctor or physical therapist), comment
on items and amend their responses if appropriate. Patients
were only included in the study if they had consented to the
use of their data for research purposes. The ethical committee of Aargau canton, Switzerland approved the study.
Assessment of Item Quality
We used the criteria developed by Stanton et al. [28] to determine item quality. Stanton and colleagues describe internal
item qualities, external item qualities, and judgmental item
qualities. The first refer to the internal characteristics of
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items belonging to a single scale, while the external item
qualities describe the relations of items or the whole scale
to other patient assessments. Judgmental item qualities are
assessed subjectively rather than statistically. Because relying exclusively on classical scale reduction methods such
as corrected item-total correlations (e.g., [29]) might lead
to narrow item content and low validity [30, 31], we used
a combination of internal, external, and judgmental criteria to select a pool of high-quality items [28]. Items were
excluded if (a) more than 5% of values were missing (i.e.,
judgmental item qualities); (b) they were subject to a floor or
ceiling effect (i.e., internal item qualities); (c) more than 5%
of respondents had commented on the item (i.e., judgmental
item qualities); (d) the item-subscale total correlation was
above 0.4 and the item-other subscales total correlation was
below 0.6 (i.e., external item qualities). The analyses were
performed by using IBM SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows, Version 20.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.). Final
judgments (yes vs. no) of the eight experts about the clinical
importance of the remaining single items were made, again
following the Delphi Method [26].
Confirmatory Factor Analyses Testing the Seven Versus
the Eight‑Domain Model of the YFQ
Regarding the factorial structure of the YFQ, two different models were tested, since the domain pain beliefs might
not necessarily constitute an independent domain within the
set of yellow flags due to an assessment bias. Most other
domains, e.g., beliefs about activity, work and pain control
already encompass beliefs about pain [32].
The data were split randomly into two sub-samples
(N1 = 332; N2 = 332) to determine which domain structure
was the best fit with the data. First, missing values for individual items were categorized as non-ignorable [33] or random missing values. Non-ignorable missing values attribute participants’ item omission to specific characteristics of
interest such as socio-economic status [34]. Random missing
values do not point out a systematic relationship between
participant profile and item omission [34, 35]. Only random
missing values were replaced with series means. Second, all
items were parceled by averaging two or more items scores.
In structure equation modelling (SEM), item parcels replace
single items as predictors [36]. In non-normally distributed
items with a one-dimensional structure, increasing the
number of items per parcel can enhance model fit [36] by
increasing model parsimony (cf. [37]). However, random
methods of combining items into parcels are adequate [37],
since random item parceling could reduce measurement
error [37, 38]. The unidimensionality of proposed factors
was checked using principal component analysis (cf. [37]).
Both sub-samples were subjected to confirmatory factor
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analysis, integrated into structure equation modelling using
AMOS (Version 18).
The following indices of fit for both models were calculated (cf. [39]): model chi-squared (χ2), χ2/degrees of freedom, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA),
comparative fit index (CFI) and normed fit index (NFI)
[40]. Model chi-squared measures the difference between
the fitted covariance matrices and the sample; p > .25 suggests good fit. Model χ2 is sensitive to sample size and tends
to be significant for large sample sizes. Chi-squared/df is
less sensitive to sample size; χ2/df < 2 and χ2/df < 3 indicate good and acceptable fit respectively. RMSEA (acceptable fit: <0.10; good fit: <0.06) provide information about
the fit between optimal, yet unknown parameters and the
covariance matrix for the population [40]. The CFI and NFI
both compare χ2 for the model to χ2 for a null/independence
model, so values should be as high as possible (good fit:
>0.95, acceptable fit: >0.90; [40]). The chi-squared difference test was used to determine whether one model was
a better fit to the data than the other: χ27 factors (degrees of
freedom) − χ28 factors (degrees of freedom) = ∆χ2 (∆degrees
of freedom) [40].
Phase 3: Validation Analyses
Reliability Analysis
Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to estimate internal consistency, a measure of reliability of the YFQ (cf. [40]). Due to
the YFQ’s multidimensional structure, satisfactory internal
consistency was expected at a lower degree compared to
single-construct measures, hence Cronbach’s α ≥0.70 (cf.
[41]).
Construct Validity Analysis
Data from a new sample of 254 injured workers (Mage =
37.2 years, SD = 11.9, 53.5% men) was used to evaluate construct validity. The patients were seen for a half-day interdisciplinary assessment at the same rehabilitation center
Switzerland during 2012. The YFQ was completed at home
and amended if requested at intake. Four additional questionnaires used to measure construct validity were filled
out at the rehabilitation center prior to the interdisciplinary
assessment and therapeutic trial. First, the ten-item Neck
Disability Index (NDI; [42]), which assesses ten aspects of
disability such as neck pain intensity, personal care, lifting,
reading, headaches, concentration, work, driving, sleeping, and recreation. Responses are given on a six-point
scale ranging from no disability (0) to total disability (5).
Higher scores indicate more severe self-reported disability.
Then, self-reported anxiety and depression were measured
using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS;
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[43]). The HADS consists of seven-item subscales for anxiety and depression and responses are given on a four-point
scale ranging from best (0) to worst (3). Total scores are
calculated for each subscale (max. = 21) with higher scores
indicating a more severe anxiety or depression. Last, selfefficacy was assessed using the Spinal Function Sort (SFS;
[44]). The SFS assesses perceived ability to perform work
tasks and activities of daily life and contains 50 drawings
(e.g., put a glass bottle on the floor) with simple descriptions. The respondent is to rate his or her ability to carry out
the task depicted in each drawing using a five-point Likert
scale ranging from able (4) to unable (0). The SFS yields a
single score (range 0–200). Based on the available literature,
we expected that a substantial amount of the variance of
the total YFQ-score would be positively predicted by selfreported pain, disability, as well as anxiety, depression and
self-efficacy, yet for self-efficacy, we expected an inversed
relationship. Moreover, due to its very specific work- and
ADL-related tasks, it was expected that the self-efficacy
measure would explain less variance in the YFQ than the
disability, anxiety and depression measures.
Gender and age are widely acknowledged to be associated with self-reported pain experience (e.g., [1, 11]) and
so these variables were included as control variables in the
hierarchical linear regressions of neck disability and mental
health on YFQ score.

Results
Phase 1: Development of a Preliminary Version
of the YFQ
Included Clinical Experts
Two physicians licensed in physical medicine and rehabilitation, four clinical specialists with a background in occupational or physical therapy, a psychologist and one psychiatrist volunteered to participate.
Literature Search and Other Searches
The literature search led to items from the following wellestablished questionnaires which claim to measure fear
avoidance beliefs (FABQ-D; [20]), pain attitudes (SOPA;
[45]), pain anxiety (PASS; [21]), fear of movement (TSKGV; [46]), impairment-beliefs (PAIRS; [47]), and pain catastrophizing beliefs (PCS; [16]). Additionally, items from the
Yellow Flags list developed by Kendall et al. [9, 10] and
other items used in clinical practice were gathered. Items
about functional (dis-)ability during daily activities such as
lifting, carrying, bending, or walking were added. If items
from different questionnaires used similar items, consensus
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was reached on one single item, or a blended version of the
two items was developed [26].
First Expert Round
A total of 148 items were deemed relevant and served as a
preliminary pool of items. Twenty-two items were derived
from the established questionnaires, 22 new items emerged
from blending items of the same established questionnaires,
94 items were deduced from clinical measures, which were
collected based on patient statements during encounters and
expert opinions.
Second Expert Round
Out of the 148 items included in the preliminary item pool,
agreement was reached for 116 items grouped into 15
domains. These items included the domains Activity (10
items), Control (5), Distraction (6), Emotions (15), Harm
(5), Diagnostics and Treatment (9), Pain attitudes (4), Goals
(3), Blame (3), Self-prognosis (3), Social beliefs (5), Social
support (16), Own work goals (14), and Beliefs about own
work (18). Furthermore, consensus was achieved on a 5
point-Likert answering scale applied to all items ranging
from totally agree (0) to totally disagree (4).
Phase 2: Psychometric Evaluations
From the pool of 116 YFQ-items, the Stanton and colleagues’ criteria [28] were used to systematically select 48
items based on a quality score per item. Seven of the 48
items had more than 5% missing values. When checking
the non-ignorable category of all missing values (omission of response was non-random), five further items were

Table 1  Fit Indices for different
factorial models in structural
equation modelling

Random sub-sample 1 (n = 333)
1. Null model
2. Eight-factor oblique model
3. Seven-factor oblique model
(domain pain beliefs excluded)
Random sub-sample 2 (n = 333)
1. Null model
2. Eight-factor oblique model
3. Seven-factor oblique model
(domain pain beliefs excluded)

eliminated. Subsequently, the eight experts were asked for
subjective qualitative judgments about the clinical relevance
of the 48 items. They confirmed problems regarding five
items with a high number of missing values, and classified
six other items as lacking clinical relevance. The YFQ was
thus reduced to 37 items (Appendix 1).
Confirmatory Factor Analyses Testing the Seven Versus
the Eight‑Domain Model of the YFQ
The Eight-Domain Model fit for the 37-item YFQ in subsample one demonstrated an acceptable fit based on values of χ2/degrees of freedom, CFI and NFI and a good fit
based on RMSEA. The data from sub-sample two revealed a
slightly better fit, with the NFI indicating acceptable fit and
χ2/degrees of freedom, RMSEA and CFI indicating good fit
(Table 1). Thus, the proposed Eight-Domain structure was
supported by the data.
With regard to the Seven-Domain Model analysis for
the 32-item YFQ performed in both subsamples, a good
fit based on χ2/degrees of freedom, RMSEA and CFI, and
demonstrated an acceptable fit based on NFI. The SevenDomain Model thus marked an overall better fit than the
Eight-Domain Model. The result of the χ2 difference test
was significant in both sub-samples (ps < .001), confirming
the superiority of the Seven-Domain Model compared to the
Eight-Domain Model and further indicating that the domain
pain beliefs might not necessarily constitute an independent domain within the set of yellow flags. Thus, the SevenDomain YFQ consists of 32 items that represent the domains
activity, co-morbidity, diagnosis beliefs, emotions, harm &
blame, pain control, and work factors (Fig. 2). Means and
standard deviations for the seven subscales are shown in
Table 2.

χ2

df

χ2/df

RMSEA

CFI

NFI

2646.65***
270.37***
168.38***

171
124
98

15.48
2.18
1.72

0.21
0.06
0.05

n.a.
0.94
0.97

n.a.
0.90
0.92

3072.05***
242.33***
156.68***

171
124
98

18.00
1.95
1.60

0.23
0.05
0.04

n.a.
0.96
0.98

n.a.
0.92
0.94

n.a. not applicable, χ2 model chi-squared, df degrees of freedom, RMSEA root mean square error of approximation, CFI comparative fit index, NFI normed fit index, SRMR standardised root mean square residual
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; all two-tailed
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Fig. 2  Standardized path coefficients of the seven factorial confirmatory factor analysis using structural equation modelling and crossvalidation in two random sub-samples. Left path coefficients for sub-

sample 1; right path coefficients for sub-sample 2. All correlation
coefficients differ significantly from zero (p < .001, two-tailed)

Phase 3: Validation Analyses

the domain pain beliefs to the regression model. These
results underline the YFQ’s expected positive relationships
with rehabilitation outcomes musculoskeletal pain, anxi‑
ety and depression, its expected negative relationship with
self-efficacy and thus demonstrate its construct validity. The
inclusion of the domain pain beliefs does not increase the
construct validity of the YFQ.

Reliability Analysis
Total YFQ score pointed out a high internal consistency
of Cronbach’s α = 0.91. Internal consistency values for the
domains were in majority of the cases satisfactory ranging from Cronbach’s α = 0.49–0.81, with exception of the
domain diagnosis beliefs, where the values were Cronbach’s α = 0.49 and 0.57, respectively in both sub-samples
(Table 3).
Construct Validity Analysis
The total YFQ score explained substantial proportions of the
variance in disability and mental health indicators in hierarchical regression analyses (β2neck disability = 42.25%, β2anxiety =
47.61%, β2depression = 44.89% and β2self−efficacy = 19.36%, see
Table 4). No further variance was explained when adding
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Discussion
The results of the current study describe the step-wise
approach to the development the YFQ, a multidimensional
screening questionnaire. By using established questions,
expert rounds, item-quality criteria scores [28] and statistical methods, a substantial reduction of the initial 148–37
items was achieved keeping its intended goal i.e., guiding
clinical work with a questionnaire that reflects a variety of
distinct yellow domains. The 37 items were assigned to 8

n.a.
−0.53
n.a.
0.76
−0.47
n.a.
0.61
0.68
−0.63
(0.91/0.91)
0.58
0.66
0.73
−0.51
(0.77/0.81)
0.87
0.50
0.58
0.65
−0.46

9
8
7
6

(0.62/0.63)
0.68
0.81
0.56
0.59
0.62
−0.40
(0.49/0.57)
0.37
0.49
0.69
0.23
0.38
0.36
−0.22
(0.61/0.57)
0.47
0.52
0.58
0.75
0.37
0.49
0.49
−0.37
(0.75/0.66)
0.51
0.38
0.65
0.72
0.78
0.52
0.64
0.66
−0.41
(0.68/0.73)
0.51
0.56
0.43
0.52
0.62
0.77
0.44
0.43
0.55
−0.45
(0.74/0.75)
0.50
0.43
0.40
0.38
0.54
0.64
0.72
0.45
0.38
0.51
−0.47

domains, but indices of fit indicated that a model with 32
items divided into seven interrelated domains was a better
fit than an Eight-Domain Model. The Seven-Domain YFQ
further demonstrated good psychometric properties and
construct validity. We conclude, therefore, that the shorter,
Seven-Domain Model of the YFQ has high internal item
qualities, external item qualities and judgmental item quali‑
ties [28]. Assessing the domain pain beliefs did not provide
a better prediction of disability and distress indicators. This
fact suggests that the crucial aspects of beliefs about the
catastrophic consequences of pain are well summarized in
the selected Seven-Domain Structure. Hence, it is unnecessary to increase the length of the questionnaire and define an
eighth domain. Therefore, our main recommendation is for a
use of the 32-item, Seven-Domain YFQ with items covering
the domains activity, co-morbidity, diagnosis beliefs, emotions, harm & blame, pain control, and work factors.
Other screening tools, the STarT Back Tool (SBT; [12,
13]) with 9 items and the Orebro Musculoskeletal Pain
Screening Questionnaire (OMPSQ; [14]) with 25 items are
available. The SBT provides an overview and a first rough
classification regarding a low, medium or high-risk group for
ongoing disability. It was designed for clinicians in primary
care. However, risk factors may change in the transition from

1. YFQ-activity
2. YFQ-work
3. YFQ-emotions
4. YFQ-harm & blame
5. YFQ-diagnosis beliefs
6. YFQ-Co-morbidity
7. YFQ-pain control
8 YFQ-total
9. Neck disability
10. Anxiety
11. Depression
12. Self-efficacy

YFQ yellow flag questionnaire

5

247
195
252
185
238
248
250
218
253
254
253
246

4

0.74
0.93
0.84
0.93
1.26
1.15
0.95
0.78
8.24
4.70
4.74
41.57

3

666
549
665
600
590
661
662
611

2

0.75
0.91
0.81
0.92
1.12
1.01
0.85
0.68

10

11

N

1

Confirmatory factor analysis patient sample
1. YFQ-activity
2.39
2. YFQ-work
1.31
3. YFQ-emotions
1.68
4. YFQ-harm & blame
1.54
5. YFQ-diagnosis beliefs
2.19
6. YFQ-co-morbidity
2.46
7. YFQ-pain control
2.22
8. YFQ-total
2.00
Construct validity analysis patient sample
1. YFQ-activity
2.71
2. YFQ-work
0.96
3. YFQ-emotions
1.63
4. YFQ-harm & blame
1.23
5. YFQ-diagnosis beliefs
2.03
6. YFQ-co-morbidity
2.50
7. YFQ-pain control
2.08
8 YFQ-total
1.91
9. Neck disability
22.38
10. Anxiety
8.72
11. Depression
7.12
12. Self-efficacy
135.05

SD

Table 3  Pearson correlations and internal consistencies for the YFQ domains and rehabilitation outcome variables

M

12

Table 2  Mean scores and standard deviations for the YFQ domains
and rehabilitation outcome variables

n.a. not applicable, YFQ Yellow Flag Questionnaire. Numbers in parentheses are values of Cronbach’s alpha for sub-samples 1 and 2 (left- and right-hand sides, used in the confirmatory factor
analysis and convergent validity test respectively). All correlation coefficients differ significantly from zero (p < .001, two-tailed)
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n.a.
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Table 4  Summary of hierarchical regression of YFQ on (A) neck disability and anxiety indicators and (B) depression, and self-efficacy indicators
Predictor

Neck disability (N = 217)
b

SE b

(A)
Step 1
Age
Sex (1 = female, 2 = male)
Step 2
Age
Sex (1 = female, 2 = male)
Seven-domain YFQ
Step 3
Age
Sex (1 = female, 2 = male)
Seven-domain YFQ
YFQ domain pain beliefs
Predictor

Depression (N = 216)

β

Rtotal

0.05
0.20

0.05
1.15

0.06
−1.38
6.31

0.04
0.94
0.59

0.09
−0.08
0.60***

0.06
−1.38
6.89
−0.62

0.04
0.94
0.94
0.79

0.09
−0.08
0.65***
−0.07

b
(B)
Step 1
Age
Sex (1 = female, 2 = male)
Step 2
Age
Sex (1 = female, 2 = male)
Seven-domain YFQ
Step 3
Age
Sex (1 = female, 2 = male)
Seven-domain YFQ
YFQ domain pain beliefs

Anxiety (N = 217)

SE b

0.07
0.01

2

.00

.34***

.34***

b

SE b

β

0.03
−0.80

0.03
0.64

0.09
−0.09

0.05
−1.84
4.13

0.02
0.47
0.30

0.12*
−0.19***
0.70***

0.05
−1.84
4.09
0.04

0.02
0.47
0.47
0.40

0.12*
−0.19***
0.69***
0.01

Rtotal2
.00

.48***

.47***

Self-efficacy (N = 213)
β

Rtotal

0.03
0.75

0.03
0.64

0.08
0.08

0.04
−0.33
4.34

0.02
0.44
0.28

0.11*
−0.04
0.73***

0.04
−0.33
3.98
0.39

0.02
0.44
0.44
0.38

0.11*
−0.04
0.67***
0.08

2

.01

.53***

.53***

b

SE b

β

−0.25
6.03

0.25
5.94

−0.07
0.07

−0.33
12.95
−28.85

0.21
5.11
3.21

−0.09
0.15*
−0.53***

−0.33
12.99
−24.10
−5.20

0.21
5.11
5.18
4.44

−0.09
0.15*
−0.44***
−0.11

Rtotal2
.00

.27***

.28***

b non-standardised regression coefficient, SE standard error of non-standardised regression coefficient, β standardised regression coefficient,
YFQ yellow flag questionnaire
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; all two-tailed

acute to chronic phase. The SBT lacks validity in addressing
the risk factors in chronic cases, likewise is a SBT-based
treatment for that population. The second screening questionnaire, the OMPSQ, was developed for early identification of yellow flags in patients risking the development
of pain-related work disability [48]. The validity of the
OMPSQ in a population with chronic pain has still to be
established since a recent study did not support the factor
structure of the OMPSQ in worker with chronic MSK [15].
Another difference between the OMPSQ and the YFQ
lies in the structures. A minimum of two questions per
domain cover the YFQ’s seven basic domains related to
potential barriers to RTW, whereas OMPSQ refers to an
overall cut-off score of 105 for predicting a positive or
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negative outcome. Unlike OMPSQ, the YFQ provides indications which of the 7 domains should be addressed treating
injured workers. Some differences occur also in the thematic
priorities since the OMPSQ includes five of six basic factors related to pain in the short-form [48]: self-perceived
function, pain experience, distress, fear-avoidance beliefs,
and return to work expectancy. While there is some overlap
with the factors of the OMPSQ, disability-related cognitions, emotions and behaviors are at the core of YFQ rather
than the pain-experience. According to a recent systematic
review, multidisciplinary treatments display rather poor efficacy regarding pain-improvement over time, and acceptable
efficacy in improvement of disability [49]. Whether the YFQ
will be useful in accurately measure changes in disability
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after multidisciplinary treatments should be established in
future studies.
The “Decade of the Flags” Working Group commented
on the challenges in developing screening tools [3]. Their
argument that a screening instrument is never 100% accurate and the conclusion to create screenings with high sensitivity, but accept low specificity in order to minimize the
chances of missing a positive case supports the effort to
develop the multidimensional Flag-based construct of the
YFQ with a broader spectrum of potential psychological risk
factors. Furthermore, the challenge of developing a universal
screening instrument for multiple purposes such as measuring low-term pain outcomes, disability and work absenteeism has been highlighted in a recent systematic review [50].
While the OMPSQ performed well in discriminating work
absenteeism, the same instrument performed acceptable and
poorly in disability and pain outcomes, respectively [50].
Practical Implications
The intention of developing the YFQ emerged from the practical need for a self-reported measure that would allow capturing a range of flag-based risk factors with a single questionnaire. While the YFQ has anecdotally shown clinical
utility over the last decade, this study provides first evidence
about the measurement properties of the instrument. Within
its seven domains, the YFQ includes many relevant risk factors that would otherwise need to be appraised with multiple questionnaires. The current electronic version of the
YFQ visualizes the total scores as well as sub-scores of each
domain in a bar diagram (from 0 to 100% total score). Therefore, it’s expected that the YFQ would guide conversations
between health care professionals and patients. Ultimately,
domains with elevated scores may be addressed by individually tailored interventions such as education and cognitivebehavioral therapy combined with physical therapy [11]. In
addition, the YFQ could be implemented to measure effects
of education programs aimed to alter maladaptive attitudes
and beliefs. More qualitative and quantitative research is
needed to understand how the YFQ assist the rehabilitation
process from a patient and provider perspective.
Strengths and Limitations
One strength of the study is the large pool of well-established clinical yellow flags that was substantially reduced in
a step-wise procedure to develop a questionnaire consisting
of the minimum number of items required to assess recovery obstacles in patients with chronic MSK. This bottom-up
approach was complemented by the top-down development
of new items using expert rounds inspired by the Delphi
method.
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This study has limitations. First, although the reliability of the total YFQ score is high, the reliabilities of the
domains diagnosis beliefs, harm and blame, and co-morbidity are unsatisfactory. This is due to two reasons: First,
Cronbach’s Alpha values are sensitive to the number of
included items [40]. Both domains, diagnosis beliefs and
co-morbidity, consist of only two items each. Thus, considering the minimal number of two included items, both Alpha
values score rather high in both domains [41]. Similar explanations need to be taken into consideration regarding the
domain harm & blame, which is thematically divided into
two topics: harm and blame. Again, Alpha values refer to the
internal consistency, which is limited in two topics, however
closely related. Second, construct validity was used with
a limited set of questionnaires. There is a need to validate
the seven domains with additional scales in further studies.
Third, the results of this study apply only to patients with
MSK who were referred to a specialized clinic. More studies are needed to validate the YFQ in other contexts, such
as in primary care and private practice. Further work should
also include structural calculations to define standardized
test norms for comparison purposes. While an arbitrary cut
off score of 50% (YFQ score of the individual/YFQ max
score) for a “high” or “low” risk patient is suggested by the
developers, scientific validation of that cut-off value with
external criteria is lacking, as is normative data to compare
individual scores that might have clinical value in terms of
guiding treatment and allocating resources.

Conclusions
The YFQ, a multidimensional screening scale is recommended for use in assessing psychosocial beliefs of workers
with chronic MSK pain. Further evaluation of the measurement properties such as the test–retest reliability, responsiveness and prognostic validity is warranted.
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F50. I constantly need to clench my teeth in order to perform at my best.
F56. Due to my pain I have withdrawn from social interactions with family or friends.
F60. I did not lose my sense of humour despite of my
pain [r].
F68. I do enjoy things in life despite of my pain.
F69. I feel tenser than before.
F73. I feel useless.
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Appendix 1

Harm and Blame

The Yellow Flag Questionnaire (YFQ)

F2. Whenever I feel increasing pain, I am afraid of an
additional injury.
F7. I am afraid that I might harm myself if I exercise.
F10. Knowing whom to blame for my injury is of great
importance to me.
F22. I am suffering due to somebody else’s negligence
treating my problem.

Instructions: Please read each statement and indicate
how much you agree. Please choose only one answer per
question.
□ Strongly Agree.
□ Somewhat Agree.
□ Unsure.
□ Somewhat Disagree.
□ Strongly Disagree.
Activity
F1. I can do physical activities even if these (might) make
my pain worse [r].
F8. I should rest and not do physical activities when I
am in pain.
F13. I should lay down for a longer period of time when
I am in pain.
F18. Regular exercise decreases the amount of pain experience [r].
F26. If I get the chance to do something I enjoy, I do it
even if it causes pain [r].
F33. Although I might experience more pain, I would be
better off if I were physically active [r].
F39. I will stop any activity as soon as I sense pain coming on.
Work
F35. I do not think that I will ever be able to go back to work.
F47. Doctors and insurers must understand that I am entitled to claim for compensation for my pain.
F58. Only if my pain is gone I will be able to work.
F104. I believe that further adapted work on light duties
would worsen my health.
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Diagnostic Beliefs
F31. Further inquiries such as imaging would contribute
to find the right treatment.
F54. I expect doctors to solve my pain-problem.
Co‑morbidity
F66. Due to my pain, my sleep is severely disturbed.
F67. I often feel downhearted and depressed.
Control
F9. I can influence my pain in a positive manner without
taking medications [r].
F15. Pain dominates my life.
F25. I am afraid that my pain will eventually get worse.
F27. I cannot possibly control nor intervene in my pain
conditions.
F28. My pain does not bother me whenever I am distracted [r].
F37. When pain exacerbates, I call my physician or visit
the emergency room.
F40. As soon as feel pain, I start worrying when it will
stop again.
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Notes: F-codes refer to the numbering in the original
sample of 116 questionnaire items; [r] indicates a reversescored item.
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